CABBIES
ATLANTIC ROW
2023
The Atlantic Dash is an ocean rowing regatta where everyone
has the same goal: to cross the Atlantic Ocean.

SPONSORSHIP PACK

THE ATLANTIC
OCEAN
- More people have been into space than have
successfully rowed the Atlantic
- We will be rowing 2 hours on, 2 hours off, 24
hours a day, 7 days a week
- It will take us approximately 45-60 days to
complete
- We have zero experience in ocean rowing!
- We will experience sleep deprivation,
extreme fatigue and massive weight loss

THE CHALLENGE
-

None of the crew of London Cab Drivers have any rowing
experience so we have a lot to learn! It is imperative we
work as a team to ensure we are successful.

-

We will be unsupported at sea and “unsupported” means
exactly that. Although we will have access to 24 hour
medical support via a satellite phone, there’s no popping
into A&E if we have an emergency. It could take up to 5
days for urgent help to arrive should we need it! So we
will have to deal with any problems or issues ourselves.

-

Our training will be intensive. There is lots to learn
and half of our task is to get ready for this life changing
challenge.

-

We will need to consume 5000 calories a day and will lose
about a stone during the challenge. Our food will come in
dehydrated bags and will need to be re-hydrated as and
when we need it. Everything we need will be on board
including a sophisticated desalination unit. Removing salt
from ocean water will be very important to us and will be
our only source of water!

-

Toilet facilities on board will be a “ bucket & chuck it”
affair! No explanation is needed!

A WORD FROM OUR
SKIPPER
Adventure has driven me for many years now. After sitting in my Taxi at Liverpool
St Station one day reading an article in a Taxi Newspaper asking for volunteers to
take part in a TV series called Extreme Dreams with Ben Fogle my life changed. I was
lucky enough to be selected and it had started, I had been bitten by the adventure bug.
Its now one of the things that drives me on everyday. It helps me to make the right
decisions with diet, stops me from drinking too much and encourages me to walk and
exercise regularly. When a friend and fellow cab driver called me and told me of this
crazy idea, the hairs on the back of my neck stood up and I loved it.
We sat down and put a team of fellow London Taxi drivers together, guys we knew
would be crazy enough to love the idea too, but also with the drive and attitude to go
through with it. With the guys having a combined age of over 200 years they had to be
a team that would be dedicated, men who we knew we could trust our lives with if it
came to it. John, Bob and Stuart are those guys, all having their own reason for taking
on this adventure of a lifetime.
With none of us having ever done any ocean rowing or having any experience in
this field, what are we striving for? Apart from completing the crossing safely it is to
raise awareness and funds for two charities that are very important to us. The Stroke
Association UK and The London Taxi Drivers Charity for Military Veterans.
As London Taxi drivers we are all too aware of what happens to your body if you
don’t look after it properly. Having a stroke is just one result that can happen and we
became all too aware of this recently in our build up to this challenge when one of our
original team members suffered a stroke and we saw first hand the affect it has had on
his life.
Having been one of the original challenge team he has had to withdraw from the
rowing it is just not practical for him to be taking such a risk.
Thank God he has now become one of the 1.3 Million survivors in the UK and is
making a fast recovery but as a stroke has such a devastating affect on the human
body, it is going to take time before he is going to be able to physically take on
something like this, we have nothing but admiration for him. Talking to him we
can understand just how simple daily tasks can become so difficult. One of the
main effects of the stroke is he has lost the ability to swallow, so he is now being fed
by a “PEG” that has been inserted into his stomach. Although this is keeping him
alive, he has lost a huge amount of weight and is looking great. Ironically the PEG
that’s keeping him alive is preventing him from rowing with us because of the risk
of infection. He has shown incredible resilience and is a great inspiration to stroke
suffers and what he has gone through has highlighted even more the importance of
our message to people. “Live your life, but look after it“
For us to undertake this enormous challenge and get our very important message
out to people, we need partners and row sponsors. This is a great opportunity for any
organisation or company to do something good and play a major part in our exciting
journey
Thank you, for your consideration
Daren Parr

SPONSORSHIP
PACKAGES

Type your text

£10,000

LOGO ON BOAT
SOCIAL MEDIA MENTIONS
LOGO & HYPERLINK ON
WEBSITE
NAME & WEBLINK ON ALL
PROMOTIONS
ACCESS TO PHOTOS/VIDEO
FROM CROSSING
POST-ROW TALK FROM THE
TEAM
LOGO ON 1 OAR (to be kept by
organization)
LOGO ON TEAM KIT
LOGO ON BOAT TRAILER

£5,000

The Title Sponsor will have all the benefits of
GOLD plus:
- Full branding rights for the
row.
- 4 London Taxis wrapped with
your Logo.
- Boat to change to
organisation’s brand colours.
- Direct access to crew via chats
etc.
- Organisation’s logo to feature
on ALL team clothing worn.

- Direct access to our PR team,
involvement in press releases.
- Full access to all of our media
outlets.
- Access to the crew at sea (via
satellite).
- Access to location mapping.
- Crew to hold flag bearing Title
Sponsor’s logo at finish.

EXAMPLES OF
“WRAPPED” LONDON
TAXIS

EXAMPLES OF OCEAN
ROWING BOATS WITH
SPONSORS BRANDING &
LOGOS

CHARITIES WE ARE
SUPPORTING
TAXI CHARITY FOR MILITARY VETERANS

The Taxi Charity for Military Veterans was formed in Fulham in 1948. They provide trips to Holland, Belgium and
France, day trips to concerts and museums, transport to attend fundraising events as well as special days out to catch
up with friends and comrades. This is all provided for our much loved war veterans by the London Cabbies who
provide the transport and do so completely free of charge. taxicharity.org

STROKE ASSOCIATION UK

The Stroke Association’s support for stroke research has changed the lives of stroke survivors and their close family
and friends by working to understand and address their needs after a stroke. As the effects of a stroke are complex, so
is stroke research in this area. The Stroke Association continue to invest in research that can find new and better ways
to support people in rebuilding their lives after stroke. Stroke.org.uk

HURUMA ORPHANAGE

The Cabbies do Kili team visited the Huruma Orphanage in Arusha in order for them to donate 25% of the money
raised from their successful climb of Kilimanjaro to a local charity. We were quite taken aback on an emotional visit,
it’s Children and story really touched our hearts. The land it is built on is being sold and the 33 orphans need to
relocate. A third of the money we raise will go towards this. HurumaOrphanage.co.uk

THE CREW: VITAL
STATISTICS

DAREN PARR

STEPHEN
SMITH
JOHN
DILLANE

55
AGE: 55

AGE: 57
70

BOB BARBER

STUART LOCKHART

AGE: 57
56

AGE: 49
49

STUART
LOCKHART
Message from the baby of the group
I’m not one to ever back out or down from a
challenge so when Daren phoned me & asked
me if I wanted to be part of this amazing
once in a lifetime experience, I jumped at
the chance. I put the phone down and then
started to think ‘What have I done here?’
My head started saying things like “You’ve
got a shoulder injury, you hate rowing in the
gym, you’ve never been in a rowing boat in
your life, you’ve got a dodgy back” When my
answer to all that was “So what!” I knew I’d
made the right choice.
I love a challenge. Three years ago I was
almost four stone heavier than what I am
now. I don’t ever want to go back to those
days as I have never been fitter than what I
am now. I was planning to do something big
for my 50th birthday and they don’t get any
bigger than this. Please God, with all things
going well, I’ll be spending my 50th birthday
rowing across the Atlantic. Like Daren has
said, my main target is that we all just get
across safely & that we do it in the shortest
time that we are capable of. If it takes us a bit
longer, then so be it. Also, to be able to raise
some money for these two great charities is a
bonus. I really can’t wait to get going but I’ve
got a little job of climbing Mount Kilimanjaro
to get out of the way first.

BOB BARBER
I have been driving a cab around this great
capital city of ours for 20 odd years and Ive
put my name down for the atlanticdash.com
which is to row the Atlantic ocean with three
other London cabbies and raise money for
two charities.
By the time of this announcement I will
have done another challenge of climbing
Kilimanjaro with the London taxi drivers
“Cabbies do Kili” team and was on the
lookout for the next challenge and this one
definitely is huge!
Having no experience of rowing a boat across
the Atlantic ocean, this will certainly be a
test emotionally physically and mentally.
But isn’t that the reason why people do these
sort of things, to accept the challenge to
test yourself and to push your own personal
limits? We want to see if its possible for some
everyday cabbies to achieve this without
any formal rowing skills or any nautical
competency just ordinary blokes doing an
extraordinary thing.
I volunteer for one of the charities that we
will be raising money for, the taxi charity for
military veterans. I am lucky enough to know
some of the men who served in the Atlantic
and the ones who did the convoys up to
Archangel in Russia during WW2 (I hope we
don’t get that cold) I can get plenty of advice
from them.
“We all have two lives, the second one starts
when we realise we only have one”

Stephen Smith
My name is Stephen smith and I have been a London
taxi driver since 1988 and over the last 25 years I have
done my best to keep fit.
I have completed events and challenges including
swimming the English Channel, Ironman competitions
and triathlons but I’m not getting any younger, in fact I
am the oldest team member.
In all that time I have been raising money for a charity
called THE STARLIGHT FOUNDATION who grant
wishes for terminally ill children.
At the end of last year a fellow cabbie Daren Parr asked
me if I would consider being a reserve for an Atlantic
rowing challenge and it’s something I really started to
become interested in.
I received another call from Daren recently,
unfortunately a member had to withdraw from the
challenge , I have now been drafted in to take my place
in the team and row with the remaining three cabbies.
I am excited but nervous , a total novice to rowing and
to say this is the biggest challenge I will have ever
taken on is an understatement.
Sea sickness ,sleep deprivation, hurricanes , rough seas
and the unknown are my greatest fears.
We are just London Taxi drivers with ordinary jobs
trying to climb this mountain and we all have a great
deal of preparation with new skills to learn but with the
Good Old British Spirit and the same hard work I know
we will give it our all.

